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PREFACE

On 1 December1980 the Austrian FederalMinistry for Science
and Researchand the International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis (IIASA) cosponsoreda conferenceon "Aspects and
Perspectives:Science and Researchin the New Decade" at the
Laxenburg ConferenceCenter.

The meeting was openedby Minister Dr. Hertha Firnberg, who
spoke on "Science Policy for Tomorrow." Dr. Sigvard Eklund,
General Director of the InternationalAtomic Energy Agency, then
presenteda paper on "Energy Research- Prerequisitesfor a
Long-term Energy Policy."

This paper is the text of the third and concluding presen-
tation of the session. It is basedon the author'sexperience
at two interdisciplinary policy researchinstitutions: fourteen
years at the Rand Corporation in the united Statesand seven years
at the International Institute for Applied SystemsAnalysis.

Roger E. Levien
Director, IIASA
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One of the central issuesof sciencepolicy in all nations
during the past three decadeshas been determining how to bring
the ｦ ｩ ｮ ､ ｩ ｮ ｾ ｳ and methods of the sciencesand technology to bear
on national policy making.

To this end, a great many policies have been tried. Among
them have been creation of scientific advisory bodies and scienti-
fic advisors directly responsibleto po1icymakersi the establish-
ment of new departments,ministries, agencies,and ｣ ｯ ｾ ｭ ｩ ｳ ｳ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ

concernedwith science; and the sponsoringof researchdirectly
relevant to specific policy problems. While much progresshas
been made, these efforts have for the most part not returned the
benefit of enhancedscientific contributions to po1icymaking in
the degreeanticipatedor desired by their initiators.

A principal reason for the limited results is the failure
in most casesto recognize the different organizing principles of
scienceand policy and to design new institutions that can serve
as effective interfacesbetween them. The thesis of this paper
is that most fields of policy require the support not of specific
disciplinary sciences,but of truly interdisciplinary science; and
to achieve that support will require new institutions and policies,
which will in turn require new directions for sciencepolicy in
the '80s.

I am a mathematicianby educationand a managerof inter-
disciplinary policy researchby experience. In this paper, I want
to use the style of my discipline to expressthe lessonsof my
profession. Through a seriesof propositions, corollaries, and
theoremsI will try to demonstratemy thesis of relationshipbet-
ween interdisciplinary scienceand policy: interdisciplinary
science is a necessaryaid to policy, and special policies are
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needed, in turn, to achieve useful interdisciplinary science.
Strengtheningthis symbiosis should be a basic goal of science
policy in the '80s.

SCIENCE AND POLICY

Let me begin with some basic propositionsabout the relation-
ship between scientific knowledge and policy. (Here and throughout
this paper, I include technology in the term "science" rather than
use the longer phrase "scienceand technology." But this is done
for simplicity of expressiononly; there should be no doubt that
technologicalknowledge is as relevant to policy questionsas
scientific knowledge.) The central relationshipbetween science
and policy in our time is expressedin the first proposition.

Proposition 1. Policymaking in almost every policy
arena requiresknowledge from scienceand technology.

In energy policy, for example, the applicability of this pro-
position is evident. National energy policymakerscannot proceed
reasonablywithout scientific and technologicalknowledge about
energy resources;technologiesfor energy production, distribution,
and use; energy demand to meet social and economic requirements;
environmentalconstraintson energy proQuction and use;andso on.
But this proposition is even true for social welfare or cultural
policy, where relevant information has been provided by the social
sciencesabout individual and group behavior, and new microproces-
sor and videorecordingtechnologiesare certain to affect future
employment and cultural policies. And as in the case of energy,
scientific knowledge is obviously needed for policymaking in the
communications,transportation,health care, agriculture, environ-
ment, resources,and national defensearenas.

Despite the evident desirability of drawing upon scientific
knowledge in many if not all of these fields, policy is still made
in its absence. There are many reasonsfor this situation, some
the fault of the policy makers, whose educationdoes not always
equip or induce them to seek scientific advice; and some the fault
of the scientists,who generally do not determineor report the
policy consequencesof their work. But the purposeof this paper
is not so much to explore the reasonswhy scientific information
is not obtainedwhen it should be, but rather to establishthe
conditions under which such information, if sought, can be most
successfullyprovided.

Often, too, when scientific advice has been solicited in a
field of policy, its provision has been monopolized by one group
of scientific specialists. For a long time energy was the pro-
vince of the physicists and engineers,health care the exclusive
domain of the physicians, and environmentalprotection the preserve
of the ecologists. However, as the policy questionsin each field
have become more difficult, attractedmore public attention, and
overlappedmore with other fields, the need to draw upon the know-
ledge and techniquesof other specialtieshas become more evident.
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Economists, environmentalists,and geographershave been called
upon to assistenergy policymakers. Demographers,social psycho-
logists, operationsresearchers,and economistshave become engaged
in health care policy analysis. And the ecologistshave been
joined by engineers,economists,geographers,and water resource
specialistsin their concern for environmentalpolicy. These
examplescan be repeatedoften and easily enough in other policy
areasto justify the secondproposition.

Proposition 2. No single field of sciencepossesses
all the policy-relevantknowledge in any policy arena.

The reason for this is that scienceand policy are organized
in different ways. The decompositionof the world of action into
bureaus--ministriesor departments,follows a completely different
taxonomy from the decompositionof the world of thought into dis-
ciplines--sciencesor technologies. The concern of a single
bureau then naturally encompassesthe interestsof many disciplines
--and conversely.

While this observationmay seem self-evident, it is not in
accord with what actually happens. Despite the growing recogni-
tion that many fields of knowledge must be consultedin most fields
of policy, it is still common practice for the old monopolies to
prevail in real policymaking. It takes a long time to change long-
establishedchannelsand, as we shall note below, the mechanisms
for mobilizing assistancefrom severaldisciplines have not been
well developed.

Corollary: Knowledge from several fields of science
must be combined to provide proper assistanceto policy-
makers.

The combination of knowledge from different disciplines can
take several forms. There are, for example, the new subdisciplines
that are formed at the intersectionof two or more traditional
disciplines--biophysics,psycholinguistics,mathematicalecology,
for example. Such activities might be called cross-disciplinary.
Although they have evident importance to the evolution of science,
these combinationstend to produce a more sharply focused field,
rather than one able to bring the insights of both parent fields
to the policy arena. Another form of junction of disciplines is
the simple collection of separatecontributionsof knowledge from
several specialities. This kind of combination might be called
multidisciplinary, becauseno real integration is achieved. The
third way in which knowledge from several fields of sciencemight
be combined is in the form of a single coherentinvestigation
that integratesthe insights of all the contributory disciplines.
This is what I shall mean by the term interdisciplinary. It is
this coherentcombination of insights from several fields that is
most likely to be responsiveto the policymakers' need for infor-
mation that matchesthe policy questionsthey face.

We are now in a position to state the first conclusion of
this "Mathematical" excercise.
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THEOREM 1. Policymaking requires interdisciplinary
research.

Two further requirements,perhapsself-evident, should
neverthelessbe stated: interdisciplinary researchuseful to
policymakerswill be applied in characterand high in quality.
The question then becomes:under what conditions can high quality,
applied interdisciplinary researchbe produced?

THE SCIENTIFIC SYSTEM

To learn how to provide good applied interdisciplinary re-
searchto the policy community, we must turn to an examinationof
the characteristicsof the scientific community and the scientific
systemthat nourishesit.

Perhapsthe most important observationfor our purposesis
that science is a social activity, which cannot be separatedfrom
the aspirationsand motivations of scientistsnor the incentive
structuresof their institutions.

Proposition 3. Science is a social activity organized
into disciplinary groupings.

The division of scienceinto disciplines is taken for
granted; the recognition that the social structureof a science
plays an important role in its developmentis relatively recent.
It was given prominence, for example, in the writings of T. S. Kuhn.*

It is now recognizedthat associatedwith each established
discipline is a correspondingscientific community whose agreement
determineswhat is admitted to the scienceand the statusof its
members. The opinion of the community defines " good" scienceand
" good" scientistsin the discipline. It follows that membersof
the community seek, in the first instance, the approbationof
their colleagues.

Proposition 4. Scientistsseek the recognition of
their peers in their scientific community.

The road to that recognition is first of all through publi-
cation in the journals of the discipline, entry to which is of
course controlled by peer reviewers. And each discipline generally
has an hierarchy of other rewards, honorific and real, whose allo-
cation is under the control of the high-rankedmembers of the
community. These range from medals for promising junior research-
ers, through membershipin scientific academies,up to the ultimate
achievementof the Nobel Prize.

One role that the scientific communitiesordinarily do not
have is providing employment for and supporting the researchof

*Kuhn, T.S. The Structureof Scientific Revolutions,
2nd edition, Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1970.
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their members. This is usually the function of the universities,
researchinstitutions, and industrial laboratories. However, it
is critically important that to a large extent, especially in the
leading researchinstitutions, the rewards and advancementof a
scientist within one of these institutions are highly dependent
upon the recognition accordedthe scientist in the disciplinary
community outside of the institution. Thus, the academiccode
phrase "publish or perish" really means "gain the recognition of
your disciplinary peersoutside these walls or you will receive no
recognition inside them."

The need to gain that outside recognition is reinforced by
the necessityto keep open the possibility of obtaining employment
or advancementat other institutions housing groups from the same
disciplinary community.

Thus, the desire for approval by one's disciplinary col-
leaguesis generally one of the strongestmotivations of a scien-
tist. On that approval rests the prospectsboth of scientific
honors and of careeradvancement.

What must a scientistdo to acquire that recognition?

Proposition 5. Most scientific communitiesvalue
fundamental researchin the discipline more highly than
applied research.

It seems to be generally true that most scientific disci-
plines place higher value on work of a fundamental, theoretical
characterthan they do on applicationsof existing knowledge.
There are many reasonsfor this: such work is for the most part
more readily publishableand teachable;it is easier to carry out
or comprehendby the lone scholar or small groups at the smaller
disciplinary outposts; it has the quality of generality, in con-
trast to the specific relevanceof a piece of applied work; it
can be picked up, tested, and carried forward by other membersof
the discipline more readily than an application can. It seems
that even subjectsof an inherently applied character, such as
engineering,often take on in an academicsetting the characte-
ristics of the fundamental sciences;the concern for theoretical
eleganceand publishability overwhelming the engineer'smore
fundamental interest in design eleganceand practicality, and
concern for acceptanceby one's peers replacing concern for accep-
tance by the user.

Having explored some of the characteristicsof disciplinary
scienceand its practitioners, let us turn for the moment to inter-
disciplinary science.

Proposition 6. Good interdisciplinary sciencemust
be built on the base of good disciplinary scienceand
scientists.

It is worth emphasizingthis apparentlyobvious assertion
becauseits consequencesare especially important for the design
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of interdisciplinary research. It is this requirementthat links
interdisciplinary scienceand scientific institutions with
the disciplinary communities and that, therefore, sets up the ten-
sion with disciplinary incentives that such institutions must face
and overcome. Let us, therefore, spend a moment to consider the
justification for the assertion.

Imagine for the moment that an interdisciplinary study were
made that did not draw only on good disciplinary science. The
chanceswould be high, consequently,that in the fabric of the
study there would be information, methods, or approachesthat
would not be acceptableto one or anotherof the incorporated
scientific disciplines. And it is therefore likely that the en-
tire study would be vulnerable to discrediting by the disciplinary
specialistsand, consequently,lose its value to policymakers.
(Of course, even interdisciplinary studies that incorporategood
disciplinary contributionsare subject to attack on scientific
grounds where the discipline itself still has internal differences;
but good disciplinary specialistsshould be alert to those vulne-
rabilities and incorporateexploration of the alternativeviewpoints
in their contributions.)

Becauseso much of a scienceis embodied in the training,
experience,awarenessand judgment of the scientists, the most
effective way to be certain that good sciencewill be incorporated
in an interdisciplinary investigation is to insure that the parti-
cipants are all well-qualified representativesof their specific
disciplines.

We now come to the crux of the difficulty for interdisci-
plinary research.

Ppoposition 7. The normal scientific systemdiscourages
the participation of good disciplinary researchersin
interdisciplinary research,especiallywhen it is applied.

There are two reasonsfor this difficulty. First, the peer
recognition that disciplinary specialistsseek almost invariably
arises from successin dealing with questionsthat originate
within the discipline itself and not outside it, as the questions
posed by interdisciplinary researchdo. (Of course, there is the
possibility, as has happenedon many occasionsin the history of
science, that an externally-posedquestionwill turn out to be
extraordinarily fruitful within a discipline; but without assur-
ance that this will happen, many specialistsare unwilling to
divert their attention.) Second, interdisicplinaryapplied work
does not have a high probability of leading to work publishable
in the discipline's literature.

The consequenceof the tension induced by the recognition
that, on the one hand, good interdisciplinary researchrequires
the participation of good disciplinary specialistsand, on the
other hand, that the normal scientific systemsets up incentives
that discouragethe good disciplinary specialistsfrom partici-
pating, is that the conduct of effective interdisciplinary research
requires the establishmentof special new institutions that can
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set up a pattern of incentives to overcome the tendency for dis-
ciplinary separation. This leads to my secondconclusion:

THEOREM 2. Interdisciplinary research requires new
institutions--interdisciplinaryresearch institutions.

INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS

The basic requirementof interdisciplinary researchinsti-
tutions (IRI) is that they somehow establishmotivation and re-
wards that will "bring good disciplinary specialiststogether in
interdisciplinary activity.

Proposition 8. Interdisciplinary researchinstitu-
tions must have an environmentand incentive systemthat
balances (i) attractivenessto good disciplinary special-
ist, and (ii) encouragementof interdisciplinary and
applied research.

As a consequenceof having to meet these conflicting demands,
a good IRI is schizophrenic. To attract first-class specialists
it must respond to the incentive structureof the disciplines and,
indeed, be acceptedby the disciplines as a prestigeful "home"
for some of its members. But to achieve applied and interdisci-
plinary researchit must establisha framework of "countervailing"
incentives that encourageand reward them to work together in
teams of mixed disciplinary composition on problems that lie out-
side the disciplinary domain.

Generally, this dichotomy has led successfulinterdiscipli-
nary institutions to some form of two-dimensional internal struc-
ture, often called a "matrix" organization. One dimension of
organizationgenerally reflects the disciplines. These "depart-
ments" function as outpostsof the IRI in the discipline and of
the discipline in the IRI. Their function is to recruit good
scientistsfrom the discipline and provide a local peer group
that can motivate and reward them in the light of the standards
of the discipline. The seconddimension of organizationusually
reflects a taxonomy of the fields of application--thefields of
policy. These "programs" function as the linkage between the IRI
and the bureausof the policy community. Their function is to
bring together good scientistsfrom the departmentsin interdisci-
plinary teams to work on real policy problems. This two-dimen-
sional internal structure is a concreterepresentationof the fact
that IRI are indeed the "crossing points" between science, orga-
nized by a disciplinary taxonomy, and policy, organizedby an
orthogonal, problem taxonomy.

One important consequenceof the necessityfor IRI to main-
tain a delicate balancebetween the pulls of scienceand those
of policy is that they cannot readily be createdand sustained
within either the scientific or the policy communities.

Proposition 9. SuccessfulIRI are ordinarily inde-
pendentof existing researchand policymaking bodies.
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When an attept is made to create an IRI within a traditional
academicscientific setting, as in a university, it ordinarily
runs afoul of the very strong underlying disciplinary orientation,
which is embeddedin both the formal mechanismsfor determining
rewards and advancementand in the generalculture that assigns
statusandprestige to its members. The tendency then exists for
the disciplinary dimension of the IRI to become dominant, and for
real interdisciplinary researchto degenerateto, at best, multi-
disciplinary activities from which each disciplinary specialist
extractshis own separatelyidentifiable contribution.

In a similar way, when an attempt is made to create an IRI
within a traditional governmentalpolicy setting, it is subject
to all the pressuresof a bureau to concentrateits attention on
problems and leave the disciplinary contactsto the universities.
And, of course, the rewards and advancementtend to follow the
lines establishedwithin the larger governmentalsetting, empha-
sizing contribution to the bureau'simmediate goals. The tendency
in this instance is for the problem dimension to become dominant
and for good disciplinary specialiststo be driven away, leaving
their contribution to be made by less-qualifiedindividuals, not
closely connectedto the fields.

Thus, the greatestchance for preservingthe delicate ba-
lance between a scientific and a policy orientation lies in ins-
titutions that are independentof both the scientific and the
policy communities. But that does not mean that IRI can function
completely alone.

Proposition lO. To succeed, IRI must be part of a
larger community.

Participantsin interdisciplinary researchinclude both
those who retain strong ties to their disciplinary homes and those
who become specialistsin the integrative work neededto produce
a truly interdisciplinary study. The former can continue to see
their careeropportunitiesas lying primarily in the network of
institutions housing their disciplinary community; if progress
within the IRI is not satisfactory, they have a broad range of
other alternatives. Members of the latter group, however, become
separatedfrom their disciplinary communities and the path of
advancementit provides. For most talented individuals, limita-
tion to the prospectswithin a single IRI would not be sufficient
to substitutefor the greateropportunitiesin their disciplines.
Thus, either sufficient numbers of scientistsof talent will not
be attractedto the important integrative work of an IRI or there
must be enough other IRIs to offer reasonablecareerpaths to
those who have diverged from the purely disciplinary path. Since
IRI can only succeedif they house talented integrators, it follows
that IRIs must be part of a larger community.

What this means is that a single IRI cannot establishby
itself the full system of incentivesneededto encourageand
reward specialistsin good, applied interdisciplinary research.
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We have now establishedthe third theorem:

THEOREM 3. InterdiscipLinary research requires a
new scientific subsystem--anetwork of independentIRIs.

In addition to the network of IRIs that provide employment
opportunities, there should also be the other kinds of scientific
institutions that fulfill critical functions in the social struc-
ture of all scientific communities. For example, there should
be professionalassociationsto foster and transmit the state-of-
the-art through conferencesand publications, as well as to provide
a formal definition of membershipin the community. (In some
countries, those who provide the integrative function in inter-
disciplinary researchaddressedto policy questionshave formed
communitiesunder the names "systemsanalysis" or "policy ana-
lysis.")

Creation of the network of independentIRIs will ordinarily
require governmentalinitiative, intervention, and financial
support. In most countries this is the only possibility, although
in some countriesprivate sourcescould also playa role. In
any event, the difficulty for sciencepolicy is posed by the ne-
cessitiy that the governmentsupport not be given at the expense
of the institution's independence. For if the IRI is drawn too
closely into the governmentalorbit, it is likely to be unable to
sustain the careful balancebetweenits policy and disciplinary
orientations,which was the original justification for setting it
up independently.

Thus sciencepolicy must itself strike a critical balance
between the encouragementand support of a network of independent
IRIs, capableof bringing togetherand integrating first-class
disciplinary science in investigationof policy issues, and the
maintenanceof their independencein the face of what can some-
times be unwelcome findings.

It should also be noted that truly successfulinterdiscipli-
nary researchis a rare commodity, as are the integratorsrequired
to achieve it. Thus, while there is a need to build a network of
IRIs, they cannot possibly be built up quickly, nor will all of
the seedsplanted grow successfullyto maturity. Thus, science
policy will have to be unusually patient in nurturing the growth
of these delicate plants.

This leads, then, to the conclusionof this line of reasoning
for sciencepolicy in the '80s:

THEOREM 4. To enabLe poLicymaking to draw upon
knowLedge from scienceand technoLogy requires speciaL
science poLicies to estabLish the criticaL conditions
in which good appLied interdiscipLinary research can
be carried out.


